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7 Continuity and Change in Official Statistics

lnformation is an indispensable basis for democratic processes and for decision-making in politics and
businesses. Official statistics is the information provider for quantitative information in Germany offering
the most extensive range of data. lt continuously provides statistical data with subject-matter and regional
breakdowns (in part highly detaited) on the state and development of the society, the economy, the pubtic
sector, and the environment. At the same time, the data collected by the statistical offices are the basic
materiaI for a variety of empirical analyses performed by scientific institutes. Frequentty the official data
are directly used by such institutes or they serve to expand sample results by providing information on the
target populations in the society or the economy.

Parallel to the current economic and social trend towards an information society, the need for data will
continue to grow. The range of statistical information offered to meet such demand is characterised by a
num ber of im portant characteristics.

The statistical offices in Germany are committed to the principles of objectivity, neutrality, and scientific
independence. Therefore users can, and always could, have confidence in the quatity of official statistical
data. Quatity has a long tradition in statistical offices. Over a long period of time, statistical offices in Ger-

many have acquired a wide range of experience in collecting, processing, analysing, and providing infor-
mation and for decades they have made intensive use of information technology. The high quality of offi-
cial statistical data is demonstrated, for example, by their use in court. For example, what courts always
consider as correct is the number of inhabitants as determined by the Land statistical offices even where
local population registers show different figures.

Statistical quality at top level

The high quality of data from official statistics in Germany is ensured by various factors. Those asked by
official statistics to provide information are generally obliged to do so because the government and the
society need as complete information as possible. ln sufficiently large samples, the obllgation to provide
information ensures a high response rate and infoimative results even with detailed breakdowns in terms
of subject matter and region. Surveys involving voluntary response generaily cannot provide the same
quality. ln Germany, deciding about what statistical surveys should be conducted is not a matter of the
Federal Government, the Land governments or even the statistical offices - it is a matter of legislation.
Thus, producing statistics in line with the principle of legatity is a highty legitimised procedure.

The counterpart to compulsory response is statistical confidentiality, which is defined by law, too. Long
before the general idea of data protection emerged, the statistical offices had already attached utmost
importance to complying with the principle of data protection. For every publication, it is checked whether
statistical confidentiatity is safeguarded, which sometimes involves substantial efforts. ln this way, the
statistical offices guarantee that the respondents' individuaI data are protected against disclosure. Con-

sequently, respondents may respond in accordance with the facts, without having to be afraid that their
data might be used by others such as tax authorities or competitors.

The various statisticat surveys of official statistics are not performed separately and isolated from each
other but they are part of an overall system, i.e. the characteristics covered by different statistics are wetl
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co-ordinated. This allows further processing of the data to form accounting systems such as national ac'

counts, so that conducting specific surveys for this purpose can be avoided and the burden on respon-

dents can be kept tow. Overatl systems, in particular national accounts, are also co'ordinated on an inter-

national basis, allowing to compare, for example, economic growth data of different countries.

Statisticat information and results are generatty accessible, and their basic data are available free or at

low cost. They are made available to anyone through the media or upon request. ln addition to a general

basic provision and standard offers based on demand and target groups, data processing tailored to indi-

vidual needs is offered, too.

Officiat statistics in Germany are produced by specific authorities specially set up for the purpose, the

Statistical Offices of the Federation and the Länder. ln line with the federal structure of government and

administration, the Federal Statistical Office and the 16 statisticat offices of the Länder perform different

functions in preparing and producing statistics.

ln co-ordination with the statistical offices of the Länder, the Federat Statisticat Office prepares federal

statistics in terms of methodology and technology, co-ordinates the statistics with each other, and com-

piles, presents, analyses, and publishes the federal results. As a generalrute, the statistical offices of the

Länder are responsible for organising and performing on schedule the collection of data and their process-

ing as well as producing Land and regional results, publishing them and transmitting them to the Federal

Statisticat Office. The statisticaI offices of the Länder contribute their experience to the methodological

preparation and further development of statistics. Apart from such activities performed within the scope of

federal statistics, they atso produce pure or co-ordinated Land statistics.

The statistical offices co-operate on a basis of trust. As a general rule, the result of their activities is

achieved in a process of division of labour characterised by co-operation. The statistical offices of the

Länder are not authorities subordinate to the FederaI Statistical Office but Land authorities independent of
it.

The federat structure is one of the strong points of the German statisticaI system. lt leads to a firm and

wide regional estabtishment of the statistical system, which hardly exists to this extent in any other Euro'

pean country. The proximity to the items to be covered by surveys enables the statistical offices to have

profound knowtedge of regional specificities. For an efficient fulfilment of tasks, it is necessary to co-

ordinate things continuously and intensivety and to co-operate in a spirit of partnership. An example of

good co-operation is the sophisticated division of labour in the sphere of software development, which

has had considerable synergy effects in the offices. Without such co-operation, it would have been impos'

sibte for a long time already to accomptish the tasks of the statistical offices. Especially in the context of

the further development of information technology, co-operation aimed at the provision of up-to'date sta'

tistical information that is relevant for decision-making is continuously being improved.

The statistical offices of the Federation and the Länder apply uniform methods in statistics production -
for example methods used to check collected data for their plausibitity - in order to ensure the same high

level of quatity everywhere and the complete comparability of the data collected in a decentralised man-

ner.

Change as a permanent cha[[enge

The task of the statistical offices is to monitor the changing society in terms of statistics. This alone is

enough reason to be committed to change. Within the scope of legal provisions, they adiust their products
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and services to the changing demand, they optimise work processes while employing new technologies,
and they include new scientific findings and international developments in the field of statistics in their
concepts and production methods. Working conditions are shaped taking account of th.e changing needs
of the staff.

Current examples of the change taking place in statistics are that the statisticaloffices
. make increasing use of data existing in the administration in order to avoid - as far as possible - re-

source-consumingdirect surveys, thus disburdeningthe citizens. This is one of the goals of setting up
a business register and of developing a new population census concept, replacing the traditional cen-
sus by using locaI poputation registers and conducting just supplementary surveys,

o offer the respondents to detiver their data in an easy and comfortable way via the internet. As not
everyone has internet access, this means that an additional infrastructure for data collection has to be
maintained, which involves considerable costs. However, that way of data collection provides the
benefit of data flows without discontinuity in the media.

What is more, there are a varie§ of projects aimed at modernising the administration and helping to fur.-

ther improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the statistical offices. For instance, cost and results ac-
counting is used to obtain information that is relevant for controlling. However, the main starting point in
improving efficiency and the main asset of the statistical offices are their staff. The statisticaloffices need
staff members to shape and actually implement the changes. ln order to spread new tasks, new methods
and new ideas in statistics, and to support their implementation, the statistical offices have set up, among
other things, a common advanced training programme, which is regularly updated to meet current re-
quirements.

2 Quality Criteria of Official Statistics

Today, the "quality" of statistical data is assessed by means of a whole set of quatity criteria. The fotlowing
quali§ criteria have been developed in the European Statistical System (ESS) and are applied to German
officialstatistics in a uniform manner:

Relevance of a statistics

The quality of a statistics crucially depends on the extent to which it meets user requirements. A statistics
is relevant if the information obtained meets the requirements of the users. Through participation in the
special committees and working groups of the StatisticalAdvisory Committee, the main users of a statis-
tics may exert influence on the legislation ordering the statistics in case of changing or new information
demand, thus exerting influence on the relevance of the entire statistical programme. At the same time,
official statistics addresses future information requirements at an early point in time and submits propos-
als regarding the adjustment of the statistical programme.

Accuracy

Generally, statistics involve some inaccuracy, usuatly referred to as errors in statistics, even if they are
prepared and produced with maximum care and thoroughness. To determine the degree of accuracy, such
errors have to be analysed and disclosed to avoid any erroneous use of the data. Also, measurement
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errors and biases may occur in statistical surveys, which have to be analysed, documented and eliminated
where possible.

Timeliness

Most users of official statistics are interested in up-to-date information. Therefore, statistics are released

as closely as possible to dates specified in advance. Early release of the results is getting ever more im-

portant and is now a major point of emphasis for many statistics.

Accessibility and Ctarity

Statisticat data must be easily accessible for the users, they must be available in the desired form, and

they must be sufficiently documented as regards concepts and methods. Officiat statistics offers support

regarding data analysis and interpretation.

Comparabitity (in terms of time and space)

Statistical data should allow to perform reliabte comparisons in terms of time and space. To obtain far-

reaching comparability of statistics, the individual steps of data production (e. g. methods and ctassifica-

tions, survey processes and survey instruments - especiatly questionnaires) are designed to be as uni'
form as possibte. Differences that inevitably occur (e. g. change-over from one classification to another,

changes in suruey variables) are documented.

Coherence

Data from different statistics are coherent if they show the same results for the same questions (ad-

dressed to the same target population for the same reference period) or if differences can clearly be ex-

ptained. Differing results of similar statistics (e. g. resutts from statistics with different periodicities, provi'

sional and final results, results from statistics with different sources) should be quantified and explained

to enable users to establish a relation between different statistics.

Conflicting quatity criteria

The various quality criteria may conflict with each other. This is true in particular of the retation between

accuracy and timeliness. lt depends, among other things, on the user requirements if, and to what extent a

loss in accuracy - for instance in releasing provisionaI results - can or should be accepted to allow eartier

data release.

lmproving timeliness, however, does not necessarily involve a loss in accuracy. lmproved timeliness is

obtained with constant accuracy by increasing the efficiency of the various statistics production pro-

cesses. Keywords in this conlext are the use of new data collection methods, the use of flexible analysis

software and modern communication technology, as well as the release of provisional results.
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3 Quatity Standards in Official Statistics Production

The representation of quality assurance methods is based on the statistics production process including
supplementary and further activities. Statistics production may be broken down into the following seven
basic processes:

Basic processes of statistics production

ldentifying data demand: Through own observations and through contacts with manifold institutions and
groups that are relevant for society, the statisticaI offices identifu emerging data demands. lf such demand
cannot be met by means of existing data, official statistics submits proposals as to how the problem might
be solved. This may include envisaging a new survey to cover the new data demand.

Preparation: Based on the data demand thus identified, data collection is prepared. This includes: Partici-
pating in the development of the legal basis by giving advice and comments, defining the groqp of re-

spondents, implementing the survey mode and variables in a questionnaire and performing the relevant
tests, sample planning, selection of the survey methdd, preparing data processing, and data analysis as
well as the dissemination.

Data collection: That phase covers the practical steps of data collection through field work or using admin-
istrative data, including the tech nica l-organisationa I preparation.

Processing: For further processing, the data supplied by respondents are brought into a form allowing EDP

processing, and errors are etiminated through corrections. Plausible data are expanded/weighted in case

of sample surveys. Finally, the data are processed in the form of tables and made available for further
evaluations

Data Analysis: The central work steps of this process are further processing the statistical results to form
overall systems, documenting the surveys and their data quality, as well as analysing and interpreting the
data.
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Dissemination: Disseminating statistical information is the last step of the collection and anatysis activi-

ties. Dissemination is based on the marketing concept of the statistical offices. Depending on customer

interest, and in tine with the marketing model, the statistical information is offered as free basic provision,

as standard products or as customer-specific processing.

Optimising statistics: A major goal is the continuous improvement of data quality and an increase in effi-

ciency by continuously analysing and improving attthe above-mentioned work processes and their results.

3.7 ldentifying Data Demand

Businesses, associations, administrations, etc. need statistical data that are relevant for current problems

and available in a timely manner to support ptanning and decision-making processes. Actually, every citi-

zen, too, always needs up-to-date information for his/her individuat ptanning and decision-making.

ldentifying data demand and the decision as to whether such demand should be met by means of surveys

are not tasks performed by official statistics itsetf. However, based on their subject-matter experience, the

statisticaI offices give advice, provide data serving the purpose of decision-making, and make decision-

makers aware of new information demand emerging. The decision regarding the production of statistics is

really made by the legislators by creating relevant legal bases.

3.2 Preparation

3.2.1 5urvey Goals and Characteristics, Ctassifications

The survey goats are derived from the information demand; they allow to concretise the content of the

survey, the characteristics to be covered and the undertying definitions and ctassifications. Preparing

definitions and classifications of characteristics always takes account of their impact on quality criteria.

What should particutarty be mentioned here is coherence and comparabitity. lt should be possible to

combine in a meaningful manner data deating with the same issues but coming from different statistics.

Where possible, definitions and ctassifications are therefore chosen in a way permitting their smooth inte'

gration in the overatt statisticaI system and supporting the comparison between results from different sta-

tistics. This requirement is particularly obvious in economic statistics, which are intensivety used by na-

tionat accounts, requiring uniform definitions of characteristics.

This purpose is also served by a number of internationatly standardised ctassifications, which are used in

official statistics, such as the "statisticat Ctassification of Economic Activities in the European Commu-

ni§,,, the ,,statisticaI Ctassification of Products by Activity in the European Economic Community", the
,,Commodity Classification for Foreign Trade Statistics", the "lnternationaI Statistical Classification of Dis-

eases" and the "lnternationat Standard Classification of Occupations".

Like any other classification, the above ctassifications must from time to time be adiusted to changing

conditions. Such revisions are performed careful[y, however, so that time series comparisons and long'

term analyses are affected as littte as possible.
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3.2.2 Suwey Types: Complete Enumeration and Sample Survey

As official statistics attaches particular importance to the confidence and co-operation of citizens, busi-
nesses, institutions, and administrations, one of the major goals of statistical offices is to achieve large-
scale acceptance through citizen-friendly behaviour and - as far as possibte - by reducing burdens on
respondents. To achieve those goals, the best suited - and, where possible, low-burden - survey method
is chosen. What is characteristic of the statistical data collection methods apptied in official statistics is
that they ensure the representativity of the results obtained on their basis. This means that only collection
and expansion methods are used which ensure that realistic conclusions can be drawn regarding the
situation in the population to be represented. Depending on what is to be examined, the survey types
used are complete enumerations and sample surveys.

ln a complete enumeration, the required information is collected from atl units of the population (e. g. alt
enterprises of production industries) and aggregated to form the result. Complete enumerations permit to
show data in detailed regional and subiect-related breakdowns. They provide highly informative results
because they do not involve the types of errors that usually occur in the context of sampling. Also, it is
always necessary to cover a population by conducting a complete enumeration if sample surveys based
on random samples are to be canied out tatei.

Types of surveys apptied in official statistics

Where the information is obtained from a number of units selected only by random sampling, this is re'
ferred to as a sample survey based on random sampling. Although only part of the units are questioned,
random sampling allows to draw statistically valid conclusions for the population. The result is expanded
for the population and the precision of the result can be estimated on the basis of probability rules. When
compared with complete enumerations, random samples altow to considerably reduce the number of
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units to be surveyed and, consequently, to reduce the burden on all (potentiat) respondents. This, in turn,

allows to reduce suruey costs and ensures earlier production of results.

ln random samples, the accuracy of results depends mainty on the following elements of the sampte de'

sign: the sampling frame (poputation), the sample size, the sampling method, the expansion and weig-

thing method, and the use of auxiliary information in sampting and/or expansion. Therefore, before con-

ducting a sample survey based on a random sample, it is examined what sample design is adequate, tak-

ing into account the survey goals, the legal requirements and the organisationaI situation. For repeated

surveys (e. g. with annual periodicity), it is also checked whether, and to what extent the burden on the

sample units may be reduced by random or planned rotation.

only the regular conduct of complete enumerations can provide a sampling frame (total of units from

which the sample units are selected) for which it is ensured that it is targely complete (i. e. it covers all

units relevant for the survey) and that the sample unit characteristics to be taken into account for sam-

pting are up:to-date. Both items are important for ensuring the representativity of random samPlest There-

fore, complete enumerations conducted in official'statistics are an important basis for non'official statis-

tics produced, for example, by scientific institutions or commercial market and public opinion research

institutes.

Apart from random samples, other sampte surveys are performed in official statistics where the selection

of sample units is not based on random sampting but on a detiberately contro[led selection procedure.

This may be necessary, for instance, where a sampling frame suited for random sampting is not available'

The most frequent type of such a se[ection procedure is a survey using a cut-off method. Such surveys are

often conducted where the totat figures of a survey are largety characterised by a relativety smatl number

of units with high vatues of the variables. For example, in surueys of the production industries or in retail

trade statistics, onty the "larger" survey units exceeding a fixed "cut-off [imit" are questioned. That method

involves a number of benefits, compared with both random samples and complete enumerations, regard'

ing mainty the costs and the burden on respondents. concentrating on large units usuatly atlows to have a

smaller sampting fraction than in random sampting, which not onty reduces costs but atso permits earlier

dissemination of the results. The shortcoming of surveys with cut-off timlts is that they do not provide any

information on changes among "smatler" units betow the cut-off limit. Therefore, surveys with cut'off limits

are apptied in officiat statistics to monitor short-term trends, whereas many anatyses of Iong-term struc-

turaI changes require complete enumerations'

ln typicat setection, pre-defined criteria are used to setect cases for the survey that can be expected to

provide an informative picture of the reality to be described. TypicaI setection is apptied where the variety

and complexity of characteristics to be described make it impossibte to estabtish a frame for random

sampting. The most prominent example here is price statistics.

ln a sma[ number of cases, sample surveys with quota sampling are performed in official statistics' with

this method, the sample of survey units is obtained by defining percentages for specific characteristics

(quota characteristics) to be obtained in the sample. The quota characteristics are defined in a way allow'

ing to expect that the poputation is reflected by them. Consequently, the quatity of the sampte cannot ob-

ieitivery be verified in quota sampling; this is why that method is applied in official statistics only to a very

small number of voluntary surveys where considerable non-response would have to be expected from ex-

perience if random sampling was applied.

10 Statisticat Offices ofthe Federation and the Länder



3.2.3 Data Collection Methods

Various methods of data collection are applied in official statistics. The most frequent method is the sur-
vey. What is conducted most often in official statistics is fully standardised postal or oral surveys. ln
postat surveys, the quatity of däta collection is influenced mainly by optimising the questionnaires. ln
personal interviews, it is especiallythe skilts of the interviewers in combination with the logical structure
and design of the sets of questions that can positively influence the respondents' willingness to provide
information.

Part of the oral interviews in official statistics are carried out computer assisted, either by telephone or
with portable computers. Data capture and first data editing are done already during the interview, so that
considerable improvements in quality and timeliness are achieved.

The decision as to what data collection method should be chosen is influenced mainly by methodological
goals and technological developments. ln particular, applying electronic data interchange and standard-
ised data editing methods (ptausibitity checks) in data collection may improve data quali§, reduce the
period between data collection and provision of results, and reduce the burden on respondents.

Electronic data interchange is an obvious choice especially where respondents can retrieve the statistical
data direct from their accounting system or from administrative files. Data interchange is also apptied
when using electronic questionnaires. ln keeping with the data protection provisions, the data are trans-
mitted to the statistical offices and are processed there. Major areas of application are currently pubtic
administrations, hospitals, and schools. That transmission channel from the interuiewer to the Land statis-
ticaloffice is already used also in population surveys such as the microcensus.

Especially the electronic data transmission via the lnternet may considerably improve data timeliness.
That modern way of data collection allows not only to have short transmission times in the actual phase of
data collection but also to transmit the required statistical data to the statistical offices without switches
between media, thus exerting direct influence on the data quatity by reducing transmission errors.

Major areas of application are currently business and administrative data, although official statistics in-
tends to rapidly extend that comfoftable type of data supply in all areas.

3.2.4 Questionnaires

The questionnaire is the most important tool of data collection. ln addition to the printed paper question-
naires computer-assisted questionnaires are more and more often apptied, which are used during per-
sonal or telephone interviews and as part of online surveys via the lnternet. The questionnaire translates
the survey characteristics as laid down in the legal bases lnto wordings that are familiar to the group of
respondents - e. g. households, businesses, administrations - and that can be covered by the collection
tool chosen. A questionnaire usually contains not only questions and pre-quoted answer categories but
also fill-in examples, explanations, and notes on the legal basis of the survey and on the confidentiality
provisions. lrrespective of the subiect-matter contained in the questionnaire, its design also has some
impact on the quality of the results and on the acceptance of the entire survey. The questionnaire thus is
the "visiting card" of a statistics.

Statistical Offices of the Federation and the Länder 11



Therefore, officialstatistics takes the fottowing criteria as a basis when designing questionnaires:

Visuat design improving the response. Optimised questionnaires are clearly structured, e. g. by using

different colours, and use words §picatty used by the respondents. This disburdäns the respondents

and improves data accuracy,

Using uniform layout templates and harmonised wordings for questions and answers to improve the

comparability of resutts in terms of subject-matter, time, and space (for socio-demographic character-

istics, e. g. the "demographic standards" issued by the Federal Statistical Office).

Arranging survey characteristics by subject-matter context and integrating fitter questions. Where

possible, it is attempted to attract the respondents' attention and maintain their interest, for example,

by placing interesting questions at the centre or by placing easy questions at the beginning, followed

by the more difficult questions

Meeting the requirements of data capture and document scanning, so that processing can be done

without switches between media, thus reducing costs and improving timeliness of the results.

Speciat guidelines on designing survey documents in officiat statistics describe how the quality criteria

should be implemented when developing questionnaires.

New survey documents or considerably revised questionnaires are generally submitted to internal and

external checks. ln the external check, the so-ca[[ed pretest, not on[y the questionnaire but also the letter

and the instructions on how to complete the questionnaire are tested with a small sample of respondents

from the range of respondents to be studied. ln the pretest report, recommendations are given on what

should be changed in the questionnaire before the field phase starts. Especially for postal surveys, the

questionnaire witt thus get more self-explaining for the respondents, which leads to fewer queries, more

exact responses and finatly to less effort required for data checking.

lnternally, the survey documents are checked in speciat committees and expert meetings. Also, the future

data users - ministries, chambers, associations, research institutes, etc. - are detiberately involved in

questionnaire devetopment. What is more, the survey documents are continuousty improved on the basis

of experience acquired in former surveys.

3.3 Data Collection

3.3.1 Conducting SurveYs

When questionnaire devetopment is finished, the actuat survey starts. The required information is col-

lected from the respondents eitherthrough a postaI survey or in an electronic form, or by interviewers.

ln order to achieve high data accuracy in personaI interviews, it is endeavoured in officiaI statistics that

the interviewers obtain correct information from a pre-defined number of respondents over a specified

period. To achieve those goals, speciaI importance is attached to careful recruitment, training and assis-

tance of the interviewers and to relevant quatity assurance measures. New knowledge and technical de'

velopments are apptied to the extent that this is not prevented by tegal or economic factors and that it has

a positive impact on the surveys.
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lnterviewer recruitment and training
What is of crucial importance in recruiting interviewers is not onty their subject-related knowledge but also
their reliability and socia[ competence. Persons working in so-called conflicting occupations, such as po-
lice or local tax office, are generally not recruited for surveys.

lnterviewer training aims at providing skills in conducting interviews and at imparting knowledge regard-
ing the subiect matter and the relevant surveys. What is performed in addition to this basic training is
regular adjustment training focusing on the special organisation and content aspects of the relevant sur-
veys and their changes. Training also includes the simulation of interview situations, handling of example
questionnaires and discussing shortcomings of the last survey. Highly experienced staff of the statisticat
offices are trained and employed as trainers.

Quatity assurance measures

During data collection, a variety of controls are used to obtain maximum data quality. Such verification
routines aim at ruling out possible errors, but they are not designed to supervise the respondents. When
interviews are held, sample queries are performed to ensure that the respondents to be interuiewed ac-
cording to the survey design or quota definitions are actually covered by the survey. lt is also checked
whether interview performance is formally correct and complete. The relevant interviewers are immediately
informed about any shortcomings detected. Where data collection is supported by some technical device
(e. g. laptop), data checks are carried out already during the interview in order to avoid time-consuming
and costly queries and to improve data quality. For a continuous optimisation of survey processes, pro-
posals for improvement submitted by any party involved are taken into account.

3.3.2 Using Administrative Data

Administrative data have for a long time already been used by official statistics to meet the demand for
statisticat data. A large part of the required data is obtained directly from fites of authorities and busi-
nesses already today. ln this case, respondents do not have to compile the data by themselves; they iust
provide copies of their files. As using administrative data reduces data cotlection burdens on citizens,
businesses, and authorities, official statistics will continue to further develop that method of data collec-
tion, e. g. through data collection from lT-assisted administrative procedures and through combination
with other data stocks

ln this context, the statistical offices make well-aimed and co-ordinated efforts to develop an efficient data
takeover procedure. This is done more and more often by means of modern computer-assisted methods
and involves the intention - in co-operation with those providing the data - to improve the data to be
taken over and to integrate them in the overall system of officiat statistics. Data takeover frequently in-
volves restrictions because facts do not always meet the requirements in terms of contents or the regional
and time dimensions of official statistics, and sometimes delays occur, too. Therefore, efforts are made to
ensure early involvement of the statistical offices in planning and implementing automation projects at
any government level.
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3.4 Processing

3.4.7 Data Checks

As part of processing, the data are checked at atl statisticat offices in a uniform manner for their plausibil-

ity, i. e. for formal correctness, consistency of contents, and completeness in terms of number and con-

tent. The principte that has proved suitabte and has generatly been applied here is that any checks - that

may be based either on formal provisions, togicat conclusion, or experience and that are relevant for the

results - are used to ensure maximum data quality. Officiat statistics endeavours to reduce the time re-

quired for data editing (plausibitity checks) and the resulting need for corrections by taking appropriate

measures and to optimise the data editing process by implementing the following measures:

euatity assurance through EDp and organisational measures: Data should be checked and corrected

already when provided by the respondents. Therefore, official statistics endeavours to make respon-

.dents use more often electronic questionnaires and to suppty data through electronic data inter-

change.

Apptication of recognised methods and interpretation of results: Faulty, incomplete, and lacking data

are ascertained - where relevant for the results - by queries with the respondents. Errors are also cor-

rected, however, by means of mathematical-statisticat methods, largety maintaining the data structure

and meeting the requirements in terms of accuracy and timetiness of the results. Lacking data are ob-

tained, where necessary, through imputation methods. Here, the information value of data available in

the same context is futty utitised. The imputation methods are selected and apptied following obiec'

tive and comprehensibte considerations in terms of subject-matter.

Continuous optimisation of data editing (ptausibitity checks): For repeated statistics, the statistical

offices adjust the settings of data editing to meet changing requirements. Also, they use knowledge

acquired from previous editing of statistical data to improve questionnaires and make data editing

more efficient.

3.4.2 Documentation of Surveys and Their Data Quality

A procedure apptied more and more frequentty in officiat statistics in orderto facititate data interpretation

is the documentation of collection and processing methods and of data quatity in a separate report'

The content of the reports is based, among other things, on the standards of preparing quality reports that

have been devetoped by the Statisticat Office of the European Communities (Eurostat). The goal of such

documentation is to provide a comprehensive, clear, suitabte, and comparable description of the various

statistics, comprising att maior steps from data collection to pubtication.

Depending on the target group and the purpose of the documentation, information on the legal basis, the

survey characteristics and their items, and on definitions is provided (e. g. in the subject-matter pubtica-

tions). What is also important for interpreting the results is information on the data coltection procedure.

This inctudes exptanations on data origin, collection method, reference day or reference period, survey

periodicity and relevant coverage threshotds or cut-off limits. lnformation contained in the documentation

and important for processing includes explanations on the processing process, on the data editing
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method and on the expansion and seasonal adjustment methods. Documentations for statistics are set

up, referring to the foltowing areas:

legal basis (taws), responsibitity (Federal Statistical Office or Land statistical office),

s u biect-related coverage (gro u p of res po n d e nts),

statisticaI units (q uantitative and q ualitative defi nition),
iegional coverage (spatial coverage),
principle of regional allocation of statisticaI units (e. g. business location, place of employment),

reference day, reference period, periodicity,

type of survey (complete enumeration, administrative register, sample survey, etc.),

type of response (compulsory response, voluntary suruey),

collection method,
reporting channel,
processing method, including data editing,
publications, including description of subject-related and spatial breakdown of results, and availabil-
ity of data,
relevance of data.

ln the European Statistical System, regular quality reports are currentty being introduced; the information
from such reports witt be used both for methodological development and quatity improvement and for
user information.

3.5 Data Anatysis

3.5.1 Production and Presentation of Results

The Federal StatisticatOffice and the statisticaloffices of the Länderprovide results in the required break-
down in terms of subject-matter, time, and region and publish them. Official statistics has set itself the
goal to provide the results earty and in a comprehensive breakdown and to present them in a ctearly
structured and informative manner. A clear, comprehensible, comparable, and informative presentation of
results is ensured by uniform and binding instructions on the table design (see also the guidelines on

designing statistical tabtes for the co-ordination of standard programs and formats).

Graphics are used to illustrate facts in a precise manner that is easy to remember. Since the beginning of
2001, the statistical offices have applied a common guideline on graphics design. lt says that graphics

contained in the pubtications of official statistics must meet objectivity standards and must not misrepre-

sent facts. ln case of doubt, the goats of objectivity and comprehensibility have priority over aesthetics.

To avoid delays in the production of results caused by some statistical units not having supplied their data
yet, suitable estimation methods are applied as far as possible in short-term continuous surveys. Using
such estimation methods permits early presentation of results by performing tabulations as soon as, for
example, 70 to 80 percent of the statisticat units have provided their data forthe current reference period

and the remaining units can be included in the results through estimation. Such methods are continuously
improved, with special attention paid to the specificities of any statistics. Methods actually used are first
the transfer method where missing values are replaced by previous month's figures. Second, in the con'
text of expansion, non-responses are weighted using the data available from responses (e. S. by ratio es-

timatipn). Practical tarork has shown that estimating missing values does not necessarily impair data qual-
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ity; the impact of estimation depends, among other things, on what statistical units have provided their
data within the specified deadlines. Nevertheless, complete processing is performed also after estimated
results have been published, so that a high-quality basis for future estimations is maintained.

When imptementing such measures, care is taken that their application impairs as littte as possible the
information value of the results. Estimated figures are clearly indicated as "provisional" or "estimated"
and in the publications that follow periodically as we[[ as in the databases they will be replaced as early
as possible by the results of the finaI processing.

3.5.2 lnterpretation and Analysis of Statistical Data

Analysing and interpreting the data are important fietds of activity at the statistical offices. By performing
analyses across various statistics, official statistics contributes to comprehensive social and economic
reporting. The results are generally published in papers or reports where reference is made to the current
scientific or political discussion. For the presentation and analysis of problems, a variety of official and
non-official data sources are used.

Generally, official statistics are compiled over long periods even in a detailed regional breakdown. This
allows not only to describe economic and social facts for a specific point in time but also to analyse their
changes over long periods of time. Particular importance is attached to the monitoring of economic activ-
ity. ln order to identihT medium and long-term trends, calendar or seasonal variations and other factors or
influences affecting the trend are eliminated from the economic data. Another focus is the analysis regard-
ing changes in the tife situation of persons or households, the development of the population and the
labour market, and the economic situation of businesses.

Data of official statistics are scientificatty anatysed by means of well-proven and recognised mathemati-
cal-statistica[ analysis methods. Analysing time series or tables is done through methods of time series
analysis and forecasting or model calculations. As part of such analyses, the collection and estimation
methods of data analysis are presented and taken into account for interpretation, as are the results of
error calculations.

Apart from political and economic decision-makers, the scientific community is a maior user of statistical
data. This is why official statistics maintains close co-operation with the scientific community. For exam-
pte, colloquiums and other joint events are used to promote the exchange of information and the co-

operation between the two partners. Atso, more and more co-operation projects are carried out with the
scientific communi§, especially to deal with methodological issues.

A major example of intensive co-operation with the scientific community is the improved access to micro-
data, which has been achieved by the Federal Statistical Office and the statistical offices of the Länder in

setting up research data centres. The scientific community's access to microdata is facititated by creating
new ways of data access and expanding existing ones: For a number of household and person'related
surveys, scientists may already today use de facto anonymised data sets (Scientific Use Files), which al-
low to perform a variety of scientific analyses, but can be deanonymised only by making unreasonable
efforts in terms of time and costs. Also, the two research data centres offer the possibility of controtled
teleprocessing, where scientists use standard software to write their analysis programmes on their PC,

before sending them to one of the statistical offices where they will be apptied to non'anonymised original
data. Before returning the analysis results, it will be checked whether statistical confidentiatity is main-
tained. Furthermore, at safe scientific workstations, it is possible to work with anonymised microdata that
cannot be made available as Scientific Use Files for use outside the statistical offices. Safe scientific
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workstations may also be used for joint contractual research proiects where onty non-anonymised or for-

mally anonymised microdata can be analysed.

3.5.3 Accounting Systems

Data on economic trends are compited by the statistical offices by combining and further processing indi'
vidual or basic statistics. A typical example is national accounts.

Nationat accounts provide a comprehensive, detailed and wetl-structured overall picture of a national

economy's activity. Their results are mainly used to assess the economic situation and to anatyse short-

term economic trends. The aggregate used rnost widely at an international level is the gross domestic
product. Other important factors are the development of capital formation, disposable income, and con-

sumption. Atso, the gross national income is used as a basis for assessing the payments to be made by

European Union Member States to the EU budget, and net lending/net borrowing as well as public debt -
both in relation to the gross domestic product - are among the convergence criteria serving to monitor and

control European monetary policy. Moreover, the regional gross domestic product is used as a criterion for
regional support measures of the European Union (definition of so-calted Obiective 1 regions).

Due to the outstanding importance of national accounts, global standard definitions, concepts and classi-

fications have been developed (United Nations System of National Accounts, 7993). For the European

Union (EU), those international rules have been made even more precise and have been published as the

European System of Nationat and Regional Accounts (ESA) 1995, which has been binding for atl Member

States since Aprit tggg. What is also done within the EU to further improve the comparability of national

accounts data is defining permissibte calculation methods and checking their application. What should be

emphasised from quality aspects regarding national accounts is not only good transparency - both the

conceptual bases and the permissibte methods are published - and their permanent integration in the

economic discussion but also the idea of national accounts forming a consistent system. Double-entry

accounting of economic transactions on the basis of the macro-economic circular'flow theory necessarily

leads to a consistent and coherent system of nationaI accounts.

ln practice, too - that is in the production of national accounting results - the system aspect of national

accounts is an important quality characteristic that can be used in several ways to check the data for their

consistency and ptausibility. For example, catculating the gross domestic product according to three ap'
proaches (production, use, and distribution) improves the stabitity and sustainability of the results, thus

reducing the probabitity of corrections becoming necessary. Manifotd internal comparisons, too, serue to

improve the quality, such as the computation of capital formation according to the investors approach and

the commodiW ftow approach. Another example of consistency checks is the goods-related comparisons

in input-output computations; the relevant results can then be used to edit data of domestic product cal'
culations. Also, comparing net lending/net borrowing as shown in nationat accounts with the financial

balance of the financiataccounts of the Deutsche Bundesbank (German Federal Bank) serves the purpose

of quatity assurance.

For the quality of the entire systeim of economic statistics, national accounts are of particular importance,

too. As the system of national accounts does not directly collect statistical data, but acts as a user within
official statistics, it can give important impetus to the further development of economic statistics. This

may refer, for instance, to an improved coverage of areas that have been less important so far (e. g. some

service areas) or the development and application of new methods in specialised statistics (e. g. hedonic
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price indices). Also, comparing the results from various special statistics as part of national accounting
permits to check them for logical and intertemporal consistency.

The employment estimations supplement national accounts by providing coherent data on persons in
employment and unemployed and on the total number of hours worked within Germany as calculated by
the lnstitute for Emptoyment Research. Thus the employment estimations provide important reference
values for a number of economic aggregates, such as labour productivity, the capital-labour ratio, labour
costs per employee and earnings per hour worked. Also, data on persons in employment have direct im-
pact on the calculation of gross wages and salaries per employee, which are used, among other things, for
the annual adjustment of pensions according to the Social Security Code. As is the case in national ac-
counting, the employment data are derived from various basic statistics, again by employing international
standard methods.

The interrelationships between a national economy and its natural environment are examined in Environ-
mental-Economic Accounting. The monetary part (environmental protection expenditure) is accompanied
by a physical part (use of raw materials, production of residuals and pollutants). Also, data on land use

and the condition of air, water and soil are integrated into Environmental-Economic Accounting.

For the accounting systems, too, there are considerable target conflicts between timeliness and accuracy.
That conflict is solved by first provisional data of national accounts and of employment estimations that
are pubtished soon after the end of the reference period, with accuracy initially being subiect to some re-

strictions because of gaps still existing in the data basis. Although further positions of cbmputation (con-

tinuous adjustments), which in national accounts are reached over the following four years, loose in time-
liness, they gain more and more in accuracy as the data basis is getting more and more complete.

The results of national accounts and employment estimations are subject not only to continuous adjust-
ments but also to comprehensive revisions. Such revisions are performed only at larger intervals for.rather
long reference periods, so that time series without breaks are always availabte to users. The revisions are

carried out about every five years; the last one in Germany was in 7999. Their purpose is to

take account of statistical bases that were not used in the past (because they were not available yet), .

implement improved concepts and definitions, new classifications, etc., and to

change over to a new price base.

ln performing comprehensive revisions, the conflict between the two demands - implementing as early as

possible improved methods and materialas wellas providing to data users a time series that is applicable
over the long term and rather unimpaired by corrections - is solved by a compromise.

As such overall systems generally include not only results of official statistics but atso data material and

information from other sources (e.9. ministries, Federal Employment Agency, Deutsche Bundesbank, eco'
nomic associations), particularly high demands are made on the documentation of the data sources and

methods used. When usingthe data of the overall statistical systems, the above service aspect in provid-
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ing information by the statistical offices is very important. When applying and interpreting the relevant

data, user support by the experts of those systems plays a maior role.

3.6 Dissemination

3.6.1 Dissemination of Results

ln the context of disseminating statistical results, too, the data requirements of the users are at the centre
of action of officiat statistics. This goaI is expressed by the marketing concept of the statistical offices of
the Federation and the Länder, which defines a wide range of data offered.

ln addition, the statistical offices combine their efforts to identify and analyse their groups of customers
by means of market analyses and to cover them more efficiently. Categorising the user groups allows ad-

dressing customers in terms of target groups.

As customer interests are manifold and varied, the range of statistical information offered has to be var-

ied, too:

For the public's general need for information, official statistics ensures free basic information provi-

sion.

With its chargeable standard publications, official statistics meets the regular and recurring informa-

tion demand of the customers.

By offering problem-oriented custom-made products and services, official statistics reacts to custom-

ers' individual demands. This covers, for example, special analyses and contract work performed at

the statistical offices.

The marketing model of the statisticaI offices

Standard provision geared
to demand and target grouPs

Specialist
institutional
user groups

Chargeable
(product price)

Publications
Databases / lnternet

On-demand
products

Basic information provision

Film servicesPress releases

Lib

Free of charge
Public lending

right fees
General public

Multipliers

Trade fairs
lnternet

Brochures
Leaflets

lnformation services
Visitor services
Press services
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The functionaI diversity of statistical products as shown in these three types of offer of the marketing
model is supplemented by the diversity of transmission. To transport the statistical results to the custom-
ers, the statistical offices use a mix of print products, electronic offline products (diskettes, CD-ROMs, etc.,
online products (lnternet), databases, telecommunication (info service, fax retrieval) and personal infor-
mation.

All statistical offices take this concept as a basis, so that a uniform dissemination policy is shaped. This is
implemented through a number of individual agreements and guidelines:

The information services (info seruice) of the statistica[ offices immediately answer the enquiries made
oratly or in writing by users. More specific questions are directly passed on to the competent units.
User-friendly service hours, subject-matter competence and an obliging service aim at high customer
acceptance. To dealwith highly specific issues, the specialised units have maintained direct contacts
with their data suppliers and users for a number of years.

1oint publications of the statisticaloffices combine the statistical results obtained per Land within the
federal system of the Federal Republic to form one product, thus providing users with comprehensive
information and giving them the opportunity to draw direct comparisons. As the data producers are
jointly responsible for the product, they co-ordinate matters as far as possible, thus producing compa-

rable data material.

The importance of the lnternet in information dissemination is permanently growing. Characteristics of
the lnternet presence are a wide range of data offered, information on current activities and on prod'

ucts and downloads available, an informative design of the homepage, a comprehensive accompany-

ing service, common or co-ordinated elements in the contents offered by the statistical offices and a

far-reaching interlinkage by means of tinks both between the offices and to other providers.

ln the case of cross-Land enquiries, one of the statistical offices acts as a competent contact for the

customer, settles subject-related questions and co-ordinates data supply by the relevant statistical of-

fices of the Länder, the transmission to the customer and the invoicing. At the individual offices, the

request is handled as early as possible, meeting the deadline.

Dissemination of information through the media is an important part of the statisticaloffices'informa-
tion policy. The press activities of official statistics include not only current press information but also

rapid and media-tailored information service as well as competent consulting for iournalists. All iour-
nalists get the same access to statistical results. Answering enquiries made as paft of iournalistic re'

search is done rapidly and generally free of charge.

White these standards deterrnine the quatity of statistical publications mainly in terms of statistical re-

sults, there are some general criteria relevant for the quality of publications:

Statistical results are pubtished as soon as possible after data processing is finished. Generally, a

press release is soon followed by a standard publication.

The characteristics, for which.statistical resutts are published, are defined or explained as so'called

metadata in the relevant publications where this is necessary for understanding. What is described in

the context of presenting the results is the group of respondents and, where applicable, the popula-

tion of the survey as wellas methodologicatand definitional issues.
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The statistical offices take account of the growing demand for high-quatity products. This inctudes
thematic summaries, analyses, and attractive designs, both on paper and on diskette or CD'ROM as

wellas on the lnternet.

3.6.2 Confidentiality and Data Protection

The legal provisions for federat statistics protect the respondents and those concerned from untimited
collection, storage, use and transmission of their data. They are intended to ensure data protection and to

safeguard the fu ndamental ri ght of informational self-determ ination.

When statistical results are published, the confidentiatity of individual data is in any case safeguarded.

Therefore, it is a major requirement for official statistics to continuously improve the quality of confidenti'
atity procedures and to ensure that uniform methods and standards are used at federal and Land levels.

Another reason for continuously improving the quality of confidentiatity proiedures is that the technology

available to potential investigators is improving, too. The most recent result of such efforts is the reshap'

ing of confidentiatity provisions. The purpose of the new provisions is, first, to contribute to a further in'
crease in the "confidentiality level" and, second, to reduce the loss of information caused by confidential-

itv.

Performing the complex confidentiality activities in publication tables is highly time'consuming and cost'

intensive. To implement comprehensive and complex tabulation programmes in a rapid and low-cost

manner, it is indispensable to have computer-assisted confidentiality procedures.

Microdata Files

Many issues of basic and apptied research can be treated only by analysing microdata. Microdata are data

on individual persons, businesses or organisations. The passing-on of data is regulated by the Federal

Statistics Law. lt says that the Federal Statistical Office and the statistical offices of the Länder may pass

on individual data to institutions of higher education or other independent scientific research institutions
for the purpose of performing scientific projects if such data are de facto anonymised, i. e. if they can be

used to identifiT respondents or those concerned only by making unreasonable efforts in terms of time,

cost and manpower. Generating anonymised primary files has proved to be an efficient form of data sup'
ply. This requires the data materiaI to be anonymised once only. By creating such a file it is possible to
pass on rather rapidly those data that are relevant for the concrete research proiect of the individual scien-

tists. The data must be used forthe specific purpose and must be deleted as soon as the scientific proiect

is finished.

So far, data have been passed on to the scientific community mainly by supplying de facto anonymised

microdata files from.the microcen§us, the sample suruey of household income and expenditure, the time
use survey, and the European Household Panel.

4 The Organisational Frame of Quatity in Officiat Statistics

For successfut apptication, the quality standards of officiat statistics are integrated in an organisational

frame. ln that frame, the interaction between the individual actors is defined regarding the preparation,

implementation and further development of the statistical programme and the various products. This
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section presents general organisational regulations helping to achieve and further develop the quality
standards described here.

Dialogue with the users

Through various bodies, official statistics involves the users early in the preparation and further develop-
ment of statistics to take account of their requirements. Among the most important of those bodies are the
Statistical Advisory Committee and the specialist committees.

ln the Statistical Advisory Committee, major users and the producers of statistical information come to-
gether for discussion.l) The function of this Committee is to give advice to the Federal Statistical Office
regarding fundamental questions of the programme of federal statistics. Also, problems of fundamental
importance occurring in specific statistics are discussed there. The Statistical Advisory Committee thus
plays a key role in further developing the statistical programme through dialogue between users and pro-

ducers of officiat statistics. This is also illustrated by a number of reports that have been submitted by the
StatisticalAdvisory Council over the last few yedrs.')

The detailed treatment of individual statistics and the discussion of specific methodological'technical
issues are a matter of the speciatist committees set up by the Statistical Advisory Committee. ln those
committees, official statistics also attempts to solve the so-called "problem of adequation", that is, to
approximate as much as possible the terms and aggregates of economic and social statistics to the "real-

ity" to be described, which shoutd be a process based on a dialogue with the users. This includes, for ex-

ample, adequately defining the statistical populations in terms of contents and designing the tabulation
programme with regard to the connections to be examined. Currently, there are specialist committees for

about 20 areas of official statistics.

Co-operation within the federaI system of German officiaI statistics

One of the strong points of the German statistical system - as described above - is its federat structure. lt
provides the benefit of the statistical system being broadty embedded in the regions, but it requires con-

tinuous and intensive co-ordination and co-operation in the spirit of partnership between the statistical

offices. Such co-operation contributes to efficiently meeting user requirements within a strong network.

The basis of smooth co-operation is Conferences and Meetings of Heads of the Statistical Offices, which

are held several times a year as the highest consulting and decision-making bodies of the statistical of-

fices of the Federation and the Länder. The Conference of Heads of the StatisticalOffices has set up com-

mittees and working groups to settle specific issues of the statisticaI programme, statistical issues of the

EU, organisational matters, marketing, information technolory, and the employment estimations of the

Federation and the Länder; those bodies ensure that the tasks are fulfilled effectively and efficiently.

The most important body for the speciatised areas of official statistics is the expert meetings where, at the

expert level of the statistical offices, methodological-conceptuaI and technical-organisational issues of
the various fietds as well as data editing concepts and the actual survey process are discussed. This

1) Members of the Statistical Advisory Committee are, in addition to representatives of officiat statistics, the federal ministries, the Federal Court of
Audit, the Deutsche Bundesbank, the Federal Data Protection Commissioner, the municipal central associations as well as trade unions, em'
ployers, associations, scientific institutes and institutions of higher education.

Z) btaiistischer Beirat: Empfehlungen zur Weiterentwicklung d'er amtlichen Statistik. Bericht des Statistischen Beirats an die Bundesregierung,
Wiesbaden 1999; Statistischer Beirat: Neuordnung der amtlichen Statistik. Vorschläge des Statistischen Beirats für ein Rahmenkonzept, Wies-

baden 1996. Statistischer Beirat: Empfehlungen zur Weiterentwicklung der amtlichen Statistik. Bericht des Statistischen Beirats an die Bundes-
regierung zur 14. und 1 5. Legistaturperiode, Wiesbaden June 2002.
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ensures continuous communication and constructive co-operation within the federal system. Generally,
expert meetings are held once or twice a year for over 30 areas.

lnternationaI co-operation

For official statistics in Germany, the European integration is both a challenge and an opportunity. Within
the scope of co-operation in the European Statistical System, the European Union Member States benefit
from each other. At the same time, European integration leads to new additional tasks, which have to be

fulfilted despite stagnant or decreasing budgets; this is done either by "harmonising" national statistics or
by producing additional statistics that are ordered by European tegat acts. The goat of the statistical of-

fices is to openly and activety participate in setting up harmonised statistics at a European level. Of

course, intensive contacts with international organisations are maintained, too.
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